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Abstract
The isomorphism problem for [free abelian]-by-free groups is un-
solvable.
1 Introduction
This note was inspired by Enric Ventura’s talk at the 2007 Dortmund con-
ference. I am grateful to the organizers of the conference, to E. Ventura
for encouraging me to write this note, and to C. Miller and E. Ventura for
helpful comments.
In his talk, Ventura described work by Bogopolski-Martino-Ventura [2]
showing that the conjugacy problem is unsolvable in certain Z4-by-free
groups (groups mapping onto a free group Fn with kernel isomorphic to Z
4).
Their proof relies on the fact that GL(4,Z) contains F2 × F2, and F2 × F2
has a finitely generated subgroup with unsolvable membership problem by
a construction due to Mihailova [8].
We elaborate on these ideas to show that the isomorphism problem for
Z4-by-free groups is unsolvable (after this note was first posted on arXiv,
Bruno Zimmermann pointed out his paper [12] which contains a similar
result for Z4-by-surface groups; his argument also applies to Z4-by-free
groups).
Theorem 1. There is no algorithm to decide whether two groups of the
form Z4 ⋊ F15 are isomorphic.
The isomorphism problem was known to be unsolvable for free-by-free
groups [9]. It is solved for [free abelian]-by-[free abelian] groups [11], and
open for free-by-[free abelian] groups. In fact, the isomorphism problem for
mapping tori Fn ⋊α Z of automorphisms of free groups is open in general.
It is solved when n = 2 [1], when there are only finitely many α-periodic
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conjugacy classes (using [3] and [5]), and when α has finite order in Out(Fn)
because Fn ⋊α Z is a generalized Baumslag-Solitar group and [4] applies.
Bogopolski-Martino-Ventura use Mihailova’s construction to obtain a
finitely generated subgroup A ⊂ GL(4,Z) which is orbit undecidable: there
is no algorithm to decide whether two given elements x, y ∈ Z4 are in the
same A-orbit. In the proof of Theorem 1, we use Mihailova’s construction
to establish another undecidability result for subgroups of GL(4,Z):
Theorem 2. There is no algorithm which takes as an input two finite subsets
of GL(4,Z) and decides whether the subgroups generated by these subsets are
conjugate.
C. Miller pointed out that this theorem may be deduced from the proof of
Theorem 4.5 of [10], which asserts that the isomorphism problem for finitely
generated subgroups of F2 × F2 is unsolvable.
We do not know whether the number 4 in Theorems 1 and 2 is opti-
mal. An algorithm for deciding whether two finitely generated subgroups of
GL(2,Z) are conjugate may be found in [7].
2 Proofs
We recall Mihailova’s construction. LetH be a 2-generated finitely presented
group with unsolvable word problem; there is such an H with 12 relations,
see [2]. Let pi : F2 → H be the projection, and let L = {(u, v) ∈ F2 ×
F2 | pi(u) = pi(v)}. Mihailova’s key observations are that L has unsolvable
membership problem in F2 × F2, and L is finitely generated (see [9]); note
that L is not finitely presented [6]. If H has 12 relations, then L is 14-
generated.
Lemma 1. If a ∈ F2 × F2 and L ⊂ a
−1La, then L = a−1La.
Proof. Let a = (x, y). Then L ⊂ a−1La translates to
pi(u) = pi(v) =⇒ pi(xux−1) = pi(yvy−1).
Letting u = v shows that pi(x−1y) is central in H and therefore
pi(xux−1) = pi(yvy−1) =⇒ pi(u) = pi(x−1y)pi(v)(pi(x−1y))−1 =⇒ pi(u) = pi(v).
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From now on we shall view F2×F2 as a subgroup of GL(4,Z), by first em-
bedding F2×F2 as a finite index subgroup of GL(2,Z)×GL(2,Z), and then
embedding GL(2,Z) ×GL(2,Z) into GL(4,Z) as block-diagonal matrices.
Fix elements h1, . . . , hp of GL(4,Z) such that 〈h1, . . . , hp〉 = L. Given
h ∈ F2×F2 ⊂ GL(4,Z), let Gh be the semi-direct product Z
4⋊Fp+1 defined
by the following action of Fp+1 on Z
4: the first p generators t1, . . . , tp act as
h1, . . . , hp respectively, the last generator t acts as h. We write G1 for the
group obtained when h is trivial.
Lemma 2. Given h ∈ F2 × F2, the following are equivalent:
1. h ∈ L;
2. Gh is isomorphic to G1;
3. 〈L, h〉 and L are conjugate subgroups of GL(4,Z).
Since membership in L is undecidable, this lemma implies Theorems 1
and 2 (note that p may be taken to be 14). Let us now prove it.
1⇒ 2 is easy. If h ∈ L, it may be expressed as a word w in terms of the
elements h±1i . One constructs an isomorphism from Gh to G1 which is the
identity on Z4 and t1, . . . , tp, and maps t to w(t
±1
i ) t.
For 2⇒ 3, note that Z4 is the unique maximal normal abelian subgroup
of Gh. If Gh is isomorphic to G1, the isomorphism maps Z
4 to Z4 and
therefore induces a conjugacy between the actions of Gh and G1 on Z
4. It
follows that 〈L, h〉 and 〈L, 1〉 = L are conjugate.
For 3⇒ 1, assume that 〈L, h〉 = g−1Lg for some g ∈ GL(4,Z). We will
show that g has a power gk belonging to F2 × F2. Assuming this, we write
L ⊂ g−1Lg ⊂ . . . ⊂ g−kLgk. By Lemma 1, we have L = g−kLgk. Thus
L = g−1Lg = 〈L, h〉, so h ∈ L as required.
Let ∆ be the diagonal subgroup of F2 × F2. We let it act on the vector
space Q4 via the embedding of F2×F2 into GL(4,Z). The only ∆-invariant
2-planes are those of the form Hλ = {(x, λx) | x ∈ Q
2}, including the
horizontal plane H0 = Q
2×{0} and the vertical plane H∞ = {0}×Q
2. For
λ 6= 0,∞, the setwise stabilizer of Hλ for the action of F2 × F2 on Q
4 is ∆.
Now L properly contains ∆, and therefore H0, H∞ are the only L-
invariant planes. Since g conjugates L to its overgroup 〈L, h〉, it must pre-
serve the decomposition Q4 = Q2 ⊕ Q2. Thus g2 ∈ GL(2,Z) × GL(2,Z).
Since F2 × F2 has finite index in GL(2,Z)×GL(2,Z) we deduce that some
power of g is in F2 × F2, as required.
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